Let’s Build a Little Train
Teacher’s Guide

About the Book:
Chugga, Chugga, Choo, Choo!
Woot! Woot!
From the boiler to the coupling, build a little
train along with an engineer and her workers.
This rhyming story will have readers chugging
along with the team as the train takes shape. Just
don't forget the caboose! Woot! Woot!
Excerpts from Kirkus review: Part story, part
information, all rhyming train celebration.
Robust vocabulary (bogie, coupling) will
intrigue newer train fans while tickling advanced
enthusiasts. The combination of rhymes,
chugging sound effect prompts, and tender
illustrations makes this a strong choice for both
storytimes and one-on-one sharing. Terrific.

About the Author: Julia Richardson
n Richardson is an award-winning children’s book author. When Julia was young, she
Julia
struggled to read and write. In first grade, she was in the lowest reading group and wrote every
letter upside down and backwards. Thanks to dedicated teachers she overcame a severe case of
dyslexia. By the time she reached middle school, Julia loved reading, but writing continued to be
a challenge. Her journey to publication inspires children to believe in their dreams. Julia lives
with her family and dog named Hope on a farm in southwest Michigan. She loves living close to
nature. Her writing desk overlooks a pond and a meadow of wildflowers.

About the Illustrator: Ryan O’Rourke
Ryan O’Rourke is a freelance illustrator and educator. He loves the process of solving visual
problems in a variety of unique, dynamic ways. Ryan creates his work with a mix of traditional
and digital techniques. Ryan lives in New Hampshire with his wife, three children, a dog, and a
cat. He enjoys hiking, gardening, basketball, horror movies, and coffee, lots and lots of coffee.
Ryan is also an Associate Professor of Illustration at The Institute of Art and Design at New
England College.
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About This Guide:
This teacher’s guide contains suggestions to incorporate Let’s Build a Little Train into the
classroom curriculum. The material is intended for students in first through fourth grade.
Teachers should tailor the content to match the needs of their students.
All material in this guide can be printed, free of charge for educational purposes. It is not to be
resold or distributed for profit. This guide was created by the author, Julia Richardson.
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English Language Arts
Before You Read:
Open the book to reveal the front and back cover. Describe what you see.
• Read the title aloud. What do you think the book is about?
• Who is the author? Who is the illustrator?
• Have you ever ridden on a steam train? What do you think makes a steam train
run? How do you think steam trains are built?

After You Read:
• What materials and supplies do you need in order to build a steam train?
• It takes teamwork to build a steam train. Who was on the team in this story?
Do you think you would enjoy one of these jobs? Why or why not?
• Why is it necessary to have water to run a steam train?
• Why do you think the worker wears goggles while welding?
• Where does coal come from?
• Where does the crew on a steam train sleep?
• What is a bogie?
• How do pistons make the wheels turn on a steam train?
• Why do you think the author chose to write this story in rhyme?

Writing Prompts:
• Inventions begin with ideas. What ideas do you have for new inventions?
• If you could be one of the workers in this story (engineer, welder,
painter, driver), who would you be and why?
• As steam trains replaced horses, people and goods moved between cities
much quicker. How do you think this changed family life in America?
• The Industrial Revolution was a period of rapid change in history. If you
could choose, would you live in America prior to the Industrial
Revolution or after?
Author: Julia Richardson
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Vocabulary Words:
Use the printable worksheet
on page 9 to have students
define major vocabulary
words from the text. Answer
key to right.

Social Studies
Research Report/Presentation:
Divide the class into groups of 3-4 students. Assign an invention from the
Industrial Revolution to each group, such as a sewing machine, cotton gin,
telegraph, dynamite, typewriter, matches, concrete, light bulb, photograph,
anesthesia, spinning jenny, food canning, interchangeable parts.
Ask each group to research the invention and present their findings to the class.
Who invented it? What did the invention do? How did it change life for
American families? While students are sharing have the other students fill in
the printable worksheets on pages 10-11.
Have a class discussion about how each invention began with an idea to make a
task simpler. Most likely at first the idea seemed impossible. Have students
brainstorm about possible inventions to come in their lifetime.
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Science
Energy:
Have a class discussion about energy:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy moves our world.
We are surrounded by many different types of energy.
Energy can be changed from one form to another.
Heat energy comes from the sun and makes plants grow.
When we eat fruits and vegetables, the stored energy, or food energy, in
the plant helps us move.
Stored energy is also called potential energy.
Kinetic energy is moving energy.
Sound and light are examples of kinetic energy.
Windmills capture wind energy and change it into electricity.

Discuss the types of energy needed to make a steam engine move:
• stored energy in the coal
•Estimating
heat energy from
burning the coal
and Counting
by 10’s
• kinetic energy when the water in the boiler produces steam
Click here to have the class watch a 4-minute YouTube video about different
types of energy. Ask the students to use the printables on pages 12-13 to write a
3-5 sentence story, similar to those in the video. The story should be about an
activity that uses energy. Ask them to identify the type of energy used, choose
a title, and draw a picture to illustrate.
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Word
EnergySearch:
Word Search:
Using the printable
on page 14, fill in
the blanks, and
then find the words
in the word search
puzzle. Answer
key to right.

Math
Rounding:
Practice rounding numbers
to the nearest 10 or 100
using the train themed
word problems on page 15.
Answer key to right.
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Art
Rainbow Sponge Train:
Supplies:
Sponges
Rainbow colored paints
Paper
Paper plates (for paint)
Crayons
Cotton
Glue

Pour rainbow colored paint onto paper plates.
Have students dip sponges into paint and push
onto paper to make the train. Use a round
sponge to make the wheels. Glue on cotton
smoke. Connect the cars of the train with a
crayon.
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Subtraction Coloring Page:

Using the printable
worksheet on page 16,
have students solve
the subtraction math
problems and use their
results to color the
steam train picture.

Rhyme Go Fish Game:
The author used rhyme to write this book in order to reflect
the rhythmic sounds of a moving train. Explain to students
how rhyming words are important in this story. Make
rhyming cards to play Go Fish.
Supplies:
40 index cards
Pencils/crayons
Make 10 sets of 4 cards each. Each set will be its own
rhyming family. For example, one set might be: cat, hat,
bat, mat. Or have students search for the rhymes in the
book and then come up with 2 more to make a set of 4. For
example, to go along with coal and pole the students might
use bowl and foal. If using markers, make sure the ink does
not bleed through to the other side. Have students illustrate
cards, leaving one side blank. Play Go Fish. Instead of
asking for a number, ask for a rhyme. The student with the
most matches at the end of the game wins!
Author: Julia Richardson
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_______ miles

_______ miles

10
10

11
11

12
12

13
13

ENERGY WORD SEARCH
Fill in the blanks with these words and then find the words in the word search puzzle:
AROUND
CHANGED
GROUND
GREENHOUSE

FOSSILIZED
SUN
FORCE

Coal, oil and gas are stored in the G

.

Coal and oil come from the remains of F
The S

ENERGY
WINDMILLS
COAL

swamp plants.

gives plants energy to grow. When we eat plants, they give us energy.

Some foods give more E
Energy is all A
move and happen.
W

than others.
us. It is the F

that allows things to

can harness the energy of wind to make electricity.

Some kinds of energy like coal and gasoline cause pollution as they burn. When we use too
much of these kinds of energy, the temperature of our planet rises. This is called the
G
effect.
Energy can be C
C

from one form to another.
can be burned to make heat or electricity.
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Subtraction Coloring Page
9–8=

Blue

5–3=

Yellow

12 – 1 =

Pink

7–4=

Orange

7–3=

Purple

10 – 5 =

Black

11 – 2 =
8–2=

Dark Green 9 – 2 =
Green

13 – 3 =

Gray
Red
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